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*ATutor 2.0.3 Released*
September 14, 2011

ATutor 2.0.3 has been released. In this release two add-on modules have been 
integrated, several security enhancements have been added, and lots or little bug fixes 
and refinements have been made. Existing users should upgrade as soon as possible to 
take advantage of new security features. For a detailed list of changes, visit the 
ATutor Changelog. View the demo to try the new features, and download ATutor to install 
or upgrade.

*ATutor 2.0.3 Changes*
http://atutor.ca/atutor/change_log.php

*ATutor 2.0.3 Demo*
http://atutor.ca/atutor/demo.php

*ATutor 2.0.3 Download* 
http://atutor.ca/atutor/download.php

*New in this ATutor release*

*External Tools Module Integrated*: The External Tools Module, previously available as 
an add-on to provide support for IMS BasicLTI, has now been integrated as a standard 
module. BasicLTI allows administrators and instructors to extend ATutor with external 
applications by simply entering the URL of a BasicLTI tool, and entering its login 
information. External tools can be added to content pages as learning activities.

*ATutor BasicLTI Certification*
http://www.imsglobal.org/cc/detail.cfm?ID=65

*Assignment Dropbox Module Integrated*: The Assignment Dropbox module, also previously 
available as an add-on, has now been integrated as a standard module. This module 
greatly simplifies assignment submission by reducing it to a single step.

*Common Cartridge Updates*: IMS Common Cartridge support has been updated, replacing 
the validation scripts with the latest versions from IMS. This corrects a variety of 
incompatibilities in content, improving interoperability with other systems that 
support the standard. Slow cartridge validation has been corrected. Cartridges now 
import in seconds.

*ATutor Common Cartridge Certification*
http://www.imsglobal.org/cc/detail.cfm?ID=65

*Fluid Infusion Libraries Upgraded*: The Infusion Javascript Libraries have been 
upgrade to version 1.4. These libraries add accessible, highly interactive components 
to ATutor, such as the inline editors, the tool reorders, and the multifile uploader. 
This upgrade corrects a number of bugs in the multifile uploader, making it usable 
across a wider range of Web browsers. See http://fluidproject.org for more about 
Infusion.

*New Modules from this year's Google Summer of Code*
We had a very successful Summer of Code this year, mentoring 12 projects. Projects 
included modules for integrating video conferencing (BigBlueButton), a Calendar module, 
a new iPad theme and updates to the smartphone themes, google apps and smartphone apps 
for ATutor Social, and a Google app for AChecker, among others. We will be refining 
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these further and including them with future ATutor releases. The Search OpenLearn 
module is being officially released along with ATutor 2.0.3. 

*Search OpenLearn*: This module allows students and instructors to search through more 
than 600 free courses available at the OpenLearn site, the open content repository of 
the Open University in the UK. Content can be viewed online, or exported in a variety 
of formats. Instructors can import content directly into their ATutor courses where it 
can be modified or repurposed. Install the module using the ATutor administrator's 
module manager, or download it from the atutor.ca module site and install it manually. 
Thanks to Herat Ghandi at Nirma University for his work on this module.

*ATutor Modules*
http://atutor.ca/atutor/modules/index.php
__________
This message was intended for rebecav@servidor.unam.mx. If you do not wish to receive 
this type of email from ATutor in the future, please click on the link below to 
unsubscribe.
http://www.atutor.ca/promo/unsubscribe.php?email=rebecav@servidor.unam.mx&
token=6985e0bd09eb5e99723f1887b3c9be05b553e12f
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